Our AwardWinning Patient and
Customer Experience
Platform
Improve adherence and the patient
experience with our exclusive
omnichannel technology, built for
patients, care partners and HCPs.

Uncovering hidden
challenges of the patient
experience
Accurate, centralized information
Trak360 gives Clinical Educators, patients
and their entire care team a 360° view of the
treatment journey.
It draws on a wide range of information
such as medication administration tracking,
engagement points with the specialist and
data from wearable technology.

Adapting your engagement
strategy to meet people
where they are
Real-time data and analytics
Trak360 delivers advanced data, analytics
and real-time reporting, leading to:
•

Faster responses to patients’ evolving
needs, improving adherence and
persistence

•

Aggregated data and actionable insights
on patient engagement

Care continuum for HCP and Patient

Omnichannel communications
Trak360 is secure, patient-centric technology that reaches across the right channels to provide a
personal and cohesive experience, ultimately improving the care continuum.
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Meet Mary & Explore her Journey as a Patient Using Trak360
• Graduate student studying for a PhD in Public Health with a moderate to
severe, chronic condition
• Upcoming thesis defense presentation makes it even more critical that she
stays as healthy as possible in advance

SMS & Email Push Notification

Easily send Mary approved messages
based on her preferred communication
channels to provide treatment reminders
and links to content and/or to guide her
to the Patient Community.

Contact Center & Field Teams,
Connected in Real-time
With all of the relevant details
easily accessible, our teams are
immediately able to connect with

Visit from a Field-based
Clinical Educator

If Mary requires in-home supplemental
training support, she will be referred
to her geographically aligned field
educator to ensure that she has
everything she needs to be as
healthy as possible for her upcoming

Patient Portal

Good Morning,
Mary
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Once enrolled Mary receives
an email link and password,
allowing her immediate
access to the patient portal.
Here, Mary can engage with
content 24/7, on her schedule.
She can interact with a range
of online services like setting
up personalized reminders or
reviewing additional content.
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Feedback Loop

After Mary’s first, and subsequent appointments have been
completed, an Ashfield Clinical
Educator follows-up with the HCP
to let them know the training was
completed and went well.

At the forefront of patient-engagement technology

Developed and optimized to deliver capabilities from a suite of industry-leading technology, Trak360
ensures a seamless, reliable and user-friendly experience.

To get started, contact us: web@ashfieldhealthcare.com
www.ashfieldengage.com

